
X-Mas-Kugeln im Schwarz-Weiß-Design
Instructions No. 437
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 45 Minutes

It does not always Red have to be Gold a consistently black and white Christmas decoration looks very noble and can be integrated fantastically into many
living areas. In the jewellery and scrapbook section you will find a large selection of Selection matching borders, papers and beads, all of which can be
combined wonderfully 

These glamorous beads speak for themselves. The large MDF letters and the dividers in the are Acrylic balls the perfect basis for designing with glittering
scrapbook and sparkling-Paper gemstones. With so many beautiful motifs it is hard to find the right one. Selection 

And this is how it works 

Paint Handicraft paint the edges of the MDF letters with white and black.
Glue the different papers onto the letters with glue stick and cut off any protruding edges with the tweezer scissors.
Cut the papers to size to fit the cutting discs (apply the circumference with a compass) and glue them on with a glue stick.
Decorate the cutting discs and the letters with ribbons, bows, gemstones, glitter liner etc.
Glue the letters onto the cutting discs with hot glue, place them in one half of a sphere and join them together with the other half.
Stick the design tapes over the seam with tape-Ribbon .
Satin ribbon Hang up the balls with them.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
440912 Acrylic ball, Ø 14 cm 1
593786 Acrylic separating-/painting disc "Round", Ø 14 cm 4
667463-01 VBS MDF lettersLetter "A" 1
667463-13 VBS MDF lettersLetter "M" 1
667463-19 VBS MDF lettersLetter "S" 1
667463-24 VBS MDF lettersLetter "X" 1
132176 Tweezer scissors "Curved" 1
560085-70 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlBlack 1
642439 VBS Gemstone glue 1
303880-82 Marabu Glitter PenGlitter-Silver 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
110389 Glue stick, 40 g 1
755986 Mini hot glue gun "Without cable" 1
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